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**ABSTRACT**

Wireless Body Sensor Networks (WBSN) systems will enable people to monitor themselves with devices that give proactive warnings of illness so that they can turn to their doctors earlier, when intervention can be the most effective. In this paper, we propose a reliable, Energy efficient and high throughput routing protocol for heterogeneous Wireless Body Area Networks (WBANs); Multi-Mode Energy-Efficient Multi-hop Protocol (M^2E^2). The proposed routing protocol uses fixed deployment of wireless sensors (nodes) in home and mobility support for sensor nodes on human body. The sensor nodes on human body select the best routing by receiving Home-Signal to minimize energy consumption. Also direct link is used for emergency and real-time data while Multi-hop link is used for normal data transfer. M^2E^2 is thermal-aware which ability Recognition the link Hot-spot and Replacement the links. So multi-mode and mobility support developed Reducing energy consumption and to overcome the problem due mobility of human body causes disconnection. We do a comprehensive analysis supported by MATLAB simulations to provide for the network lifetime maximization. In simulations, we analyze our protocol in terms of throughput, number of dead nodes over time, total energy of network and number of cluster heads. Simulation results show better performance for the proposed protocol as compared to the existing one.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor network technology can affects the way of living with many applications in amusement, travel, retail, industry, remedy, care of the dependent people, and emergency organization and many other areas. Wireless sensors and sensor networks, comprehensive computing, and artificial brains research together have built the interdisciplinary idea of ambient intelligence (AMI) in order to overcome the challenges in our everyday life [1]. One of the main challenges of the world for the most recent decades is the elderly population especially in the developed countries. Therefore the need of delivering quality care to a quickly rising population of elderly while reduction the healthcare costs is a main issue. One of the important applications in this area is providing electronics technologies which enable people to be continually monitored [2]. In-home comprehensive networks may assist inhabitants and their caregivers through providing continuous medical monitoring, memory improvement, organize of home appliances, medical information access, and emergency statement [3, 4]. Stable monitoring will increase early diagnosis of emergency conditions and diseases for at risk patients and also provide broad range of healthcare services for people with a variety of degrees of cognitive and physical disabilities [5]. Not only the elderly and chronically sick but moreover the families in which both parents have to work will obtain advantage from these systems for delivering high-quality care services for their babies and little children. Researchers in computer, networking, and medical fields are working together in order to create the wide visibility of smart healthcare possible. Sick monitoring is emerging as a vital application of embedded sensors network. Wireless sensors are located on the human body or implanted in the body to supervise vital signs like blood pressure, body temperature, heart rate, glucose level etc.

In WBSNs, sensor nodes are operated with limited energy source. There for minimum power
using for transmitting data from sensor nodes to sink becoming critic. One of the main problems in WBSN is recharging the batteries. Because of that an efficient routing protocol is essential to overcome this subject of recharging batteries. Several energy efficient routing protocols are proposed in WSN technology [6], [7], [8]. But, WSNs and WBSNs have various architectures, applications and operate in various conditions. It is inconceivable to port WSN routing protocols to WBSN. So, energy efficient routing protocol for WBSN is required for sick monitoring in a longer period. A paper WBSNs routing algorithms should support the heterogeneous sensors network.

In this paper a high throughput, reliable and stable routing protocol for WBSN. With a prototype for inserting heterogeneous sensor nodes on human body and home place is presented. A combination single-hop and multi-hop communication is used for energy management in our proposed routing protocol.

The rest of the paper is organized in following order. In section 2, related work is review; Then Section 3 describes Background for this work. Radio model is presented in section 4, while detail of the M’E’ protocol is presented in section 5. Performance metrics and simulation results are presented in section 6 and 7 respectively. Finally, section 8 gives conclusion.

2 RELATED WORK

In WBSN technology, large numbers of routing schemes are proposed and some of them are explained in this section. In [9] use single-hop communication is used for sending data from sensor nodes to the sink node. This technique has a good timing; but, not energy efficient. In [10] authors use multi-hop communication for data transmission between sensor nodes and the sink node. However, increased delay and more energy consumption of sensor nodes closer to sink are the main disadvantages. Authors in [11] suggest Wireless Autonomous Spanning Tree Protocol (WASP) in which message is broadcasted from parent nodes to child nodes. This plan is used to achieve low delay and high network reliability. Authors in [12] propose Environment Adaptive Routing (EAR) protocol which uses together single-hop and multi-hop communication between sensor nodes and the sink. However, multi-hop communication is not proper for emergency data because it results in delayed data delivery. Authors in [13] make use of priority based tree algorithm for WBSNs. They use proprietary channels for emergency data and as soon as emergency data is successfully delivered; normal data is place forward for transmission. However, proprietary channels cause frequent failure of available resources. In [14] authors propose Energy-Balanced Rate Assignment and Routing Protocol (EBRAR) in which data is smartly transmitted through adaptive route selection based on remaining energy. Adaptive resource distribution guarantees standardized load on the sensor nodes which results in network lifetime development. Authors in [15] present a survey paper on routing protocols for WBSNs. They classify routing protocols into cluster based, cross layer based, quality of service aware, thermal aware, and delay tolerant. In addition, advantages and issues associated with each class are briefly exposed to discussion. They evaluation WBSN principles and protocols engaging cross layer protocol stack. Authors in [16] present a comprehensive study on existing research in the field of WBASNs. They review WBASN standards and protocols engaging cross layer protocol stack. Moreover, the research highlights the challenges in health care monitoring. In [17] authors suggest a cross layer protocol, Cascading Information Retrieval by Controlling Access with Distributed Slot Assignment (CICADA), for WBSNs. By using a distributed approach, the planned protocol establish a network tree which guarantees collision-free channel access and also helps in routing data to the sink. By using manage on top of data sub cycles, CICADA increase energy efficiency with low delays. However, this protocol does not patronage traffic from sink to sensor nodes. In [18], authors evaluate the performance of three on hand quality link metrics in Static Wireless Multi-hop Networks. Authors in [19] show up some exciting challenges in WBSNs. To be generally suitable, the sensor nodes must be noninvasive. The size of WBSN is relatively smaller than conservative WSN, implying smaller batteries; therefore energy limitation becomes more important. Moreover, position as well as packaging of sensor nodes is also among the required plan considerations due to neither prominent nor upset requirement of WBSNs. Authors in [20] present a multi-hop protocol in WBSNs which is strong against frequent network changes due to changes in position and variant in the quality of wireless links. Moreover, this protocol uses an adaptive transmit power method for sensor nodes and thus increase energy efficiency. Though, all the sensed data is transmitted with equal contingency, which is difficult whenever unlike quality of service data is full into regard. Authors in [21] propose an energy efficient routing algorithm for heterogeneous WBSNs. For real time and on-demand data traffic,
root node directly transmission to sink node and for normal data delivery Multi-hop communication is used. This protocol is supported mobility of human body with energy organization in one mode. Also for all environments assumed to be identical.

3 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Wireless Body Sensors are used to monitor human health with limited energy resources. Different energy efficient routing schemes are used to forward data from body sensors to medical server. It is important that sensed data of patient reliably received to medical specialist for further analysis. The basic aim to design a routing protocol is uniform distribution of load, such that energy consumption at every round is even and network lifetime is increased. Single-hop communication causes increased load on distant nodes and multi-hop communication drains the battery power of nearer nodes quickly. Thus, authors in [21] propose an energy efficient routing algorithm for heterogeneous WBSNs. However, deficiencies are as follows.

i. A moving sensor node requires new parent, the new parent nodes refuses to accept it.

ii. If displaced sensor node is apparent.

iii. For all environments assumed to be identical.

iv. Thus, we propose a routing protocol which overcomes the aforementioned deficiencies.

4 M\textsuperscript{2}E\textsuperscript{2} PROTOCOL

In our proposed method, a sink node is located at the center of human body and the other one is located at the home. Since Wireless Body Sensor Networks (WBSNs) are heterogeneous networks, the communication of sensor nodes on human body becomes a challengeable issue. For overcoming this issue the sensor nodes are arranged on human body based on their data rate. Sensor nodes with high data rates are named parent sensor nodes and are located at less mobile places of human body. These parent sensor nodes are connected to the sink directly. Therefore, the sensor nodes with high data rate, send data directly to the sink node, and can easily forward the received data from low data rate sensors. The sensor nodes directly connected to the parent sensor nodes are first level child-nodes which generate data. The sensor nodes connected to the first level child-nodes are second level child-nodes. Parent nodes, first level child-nodes and second level child nodes are placed on human body with keeping their respective topology. Home nodes are able to sending signals called Home-Signal and the nodes placed on human body are able to receive. Problems analyzed in previous work are resolved in the following manner:

(1) When a sensor node moves and the new parent nodes refuse to accept it, for all data delivery of the new sensor node, Single-hop communication is used,

(2) If the displaced sensor node is a parent node, its corresponding child nodes keep their connection to the displaced parent node.

(3) To reduce energy consumption two different environments are used Figure2.

The proposed M\textsuperscript{2}E\textsuperscript{2} protocol consists of four main phases shown in Figure1.

![Flow diagram M\textsuperscript{2}E\textsuperscript{2}](image)

Fig. 1. Flow diagram M\textsuperscript{2}E\textsuperscript{2}.

4.1 Initialization phase

This phase includes three tasks; the first task is broadcasting the "HELLO" messages to all nodes. The aim of this broadcasting is informing neighborhood, position of sink node, and all the possible routes to the sink node. The sensor nodes update their routing table while exchanging the HELLO messages. In the case of receiving the Home-Signal, the routing process will be formed through sensor nodes located in home; otherwise the routing process will be formed through sensor nodes on human body. This is made possible, when each sensor node broadcasts HELLO messages and received Signal-Home as shown in Figure 3.
4.2 Routing phase

In this phase, if Home-Signal is received, then one of the sensor nodes on human body will be linked to the routing table of home nodes. In such a case for sending all data the Single-hop communication is used, because there is no energy restriction for home nodes.

If Home-Signal is not received, the routing table will be formed on human body nodes. In this case in order to reduce the energy loss, Multi-hop communication is used for normal data, but for emergency data all the implanted sensor nodes on the body will send that data directly to the base station. Also all nodes can send data directly to sink node when receiving requests of sink.

While sending the data directly, delay is much lower than indirect communication, because in indirect communication each middle sensor node receives processes and then sends data to the next sensor node. Each of the intermediate nodes causes delay. So, direct link is used for reduce this delay. Energy Consumption is calculated based on the used communication type.

4.2.1 Single hop

For single-hop communication, We compute the consumed energy as
\[ E_{S-HOP} = E_{transmit} \]

Where, the transmission energy is computed as:
\[ E_{transmit} = E_{elec} + E_{amp} - b \times (E_{elec} + E_{amp}) \times d^2 \]

Where, \( E_{elec} \) is the energy consumed for processing data and \( E_{amp} \) is energy for transmit amplifier up to distance \( d \) and packet size \( b \).

4.2.2 Multi hop

The energy consumption in Multi-hop communication is calculated as
\[ E_{M-HOP} = n \times b \times E_{transmit} + (n - 1) \times b \times E_{received} \]

Where \( n \) is the number of hops, \( E_{transmit} \) is the reception energy, and we assume that \( E_{transmit} = E_{received} \).

When Wireless Communication is done around the human body, the effects of the corresponding
sensors must be verified as a factor where the main considered factor is heating effects of the implanted sensor nodes on human body. For considering the Heating effects of sensor nodes we implemented connection hot-spot detection technique. Sensor nodes implanted nearer to sink node are forwarding data of their follower sensor nodes. Whenever, a temperature threshold is reached, a sensor node breaks its connection with its neighbor for few rounds. As temperature returns to standard, it re-establishes the new path. However, if a sensor node receives a data packet and reaches its temperature threshold it returns packet to previous node. And the previous sensor node introduces this connection as a hot-spot.

4.3 Scheduling phase

In this phase, after route selection in routing phase, the sink node schedule a time slot for communication between sink and the root nodes based on TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access). Sink node assign time-slots to sensor nodes. Sensor Nodes can communicate to sink node in assigned time slot for normal data transmission.

4.4 Data transmission phase

After scheduling phase once the time slots are allocated to root nodes, they send their data to sink node in assigned time slot. After that sink node will receive data, and will take some time to aggregate the received data.

5 SIMULATION RESULTS

We evaluate the performance of our proposed M²E² protocol with the help of MATLAB simulations, and compare the obtained results with M-ATTEMPT protocol. We took network size of 5m × 5m in which 10 sensor nodes are randomly distributed and the sink node is located in the center of the network. We run 5000 simulation rounds in which sensor nodes have initial energy equal to 0.5J and max radio range equal to 10m. The time in which all sensor nodes in network are active is called the stability time of network.

Here time is presented in terms of rounds and one round is the time period in which the protocol operation is performed once.

M²E² has better network life time as compared to M-ATTEMPT protocol. Number of dead sensor nodes is obtainable as function of rounds. The simulation results show that M²E² has better stability time in comparison to M-ATTEMPT routing as depicted in Fig. 4.b.

In our proposed protocol both Single-hop and Multi-hop methods and also multi-mode concepts are being used. So, Throughput of techniques implemented with mobility support is evaluated, by measuring the successful packets sent to BS. Fig.4.a depicts that throughput of M²E² is almost better in stable region. M-ATTEMPT is communicating using Single-hop and Multi-hop methods with mobility management. While, M²E² takes advantages of multi-mode and performs better than the M-ATTEMPT. In case of, nodes disconnection because of mobility in multi modes, the M²E² establishes a new link with another sensor node by examining the hop counts or minimum energy usage source. So, no failures of packets happen in case of link breakage.

Fig. 4.d shows number of selected CH in each round for two protocols. Here, the M²E² shows the better performance as compared to M-ATTEMPT.

Total energy consumption of M²E² and M-ATTEMPT is depicted in Fig. 4.c. M²E² utilizes energy usage in multi-mode in comparison to M-ATTEMPT.

A comparison of different routing algorithms is shown in table1. Results of previous protocol clarifies that our planned protocol’s consistency period is better than M-ATTEMPT over changing rounds. This is because that our proposed protocol uses multi mode technique.
In this paper, we presented a mechanism for reducing energy consumption and increase life time network in heterogeneous WBSSNs. In order to raise reliability of network, for real-time and Emergency data directly link and for normal data multi-hop link in used. Our proposed routing protocol supports multimode of human body and home for energy management. Also idea multimode for reduction link hot-spot and no reaching the threshold planed. Lifetime and energy consumption in comparison with single-hop and multi-hop communication by mobility supporting scenarios by MATLAB simulations tested. The results show that proposed routing algorithm can support less energy consumption and more reliable in sense of packet delivery as compared to previous protocol.
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